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Abstract: Biomass burning is an important and changing component of the global and 

hemispheric carbon cycles. In particular, boreal forest fires in Russia and Canada are important 

sources of greenhouse gases carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4). The influence of carbon 

monoxide (CO) on the climate is insignificant: its main absorption bands of 4.6 and 2.3 μm are far 

away from the climatically important regions of the spectrum. Meanwhile, CO concentrations in 

fire plumes are closely related to CO2 and CH4 emissions from fires. On the other hand, satellite 

measurements of CO are much simpler than those for the aforementioned gases. The Atmospheric 

Infrared Sounder (AIRS) provides a long satellite-based CO data set. This article presents 

estimates of CO emissions from biomass burning north of 30° N using a simple two-box model. 

These results correlate closely with independently estimated CO emissions from the GFED4 

bottom-up data base. Both ones reported record high emissions in 2021 throughout two decades, 

double the annual emissions comparing to the previous a few years.  There have been several 

years with extreme emissions, but for the rest of data upward trend with a rate of 3.7 ± 2.3  Tg CO 

yr-2 (4.4 ± 2.8% per year), was found.  
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1. Introduction 

Boreal forest fires (wildfires) in the Northern hemisphere have various impacts on 

the environment and on the climate system.  Changes in evapotranspiration, surface 

heat regime, productivity and soil respiration,  postfire changes of albedo on the burned 

areas and many other effects are just some examples of adverse climatic effects [1]. 

Emissions of greenhouse gases are in the row of these phenomena. Estimating the 

amount of greenhouse gases emitted by natural fires is not simple.   A  so called 

"bottom-up" approach  assimilates data on dry organic matter per unit of burned area,  

emission factors for specific gases, and types of burning and/or smoldering [2]. Many 

parameters in these calculations are not known accurately. Especially, Siberian fires are 

most difficult  objects due to extremely rare ground network of observations. 

Nevertheless,  a significant progress has been achieved by now in this technique [3].  

In another approach, called "top-down" or "inversion",  the magnitude of GHG 

emissions are retrieved from measurements of gas concentrations in the atmosphere 

from different sensors, ground-, aircraft-, or satellite-based. The advantage of satellite 

concentration measurements over others is their global coverage.  The main 

disadvantage of satellite methods is their low accuracy for the planetary boundary layer 

that is primarily polluted by fires. Therefore, they  need to be  corrected for lower 

sensitivity by comparison with more accurate ground based spectroscopic 

measurements. As a matter of fact, the combination of these two independent 

approaches for the study of greenhouse gas emissions appears to be the most reliable . 

Two longest satellite CO data sets are available.  The Measurement Of Pollution in 

The Troposphere (MOPITT, 2000 - now) [ 4] and Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS, 
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2002 - now) [5] supply global  total columns (TC) and profiles.   According to MOPITT, 

carbon monoxide annual concentrations have declined since 2000. The decrease is 

particularly noticeable in the Northern Hemisphere. Most of air quality experts attribute 

this decline to technological and regulatory innovations in transport and industry [4]. 

Summertime year-to-year CO fluctuation were caused by biomass burning changes [6].  

The first attempt to estimate CO emissions from 2002-2003 fires from  MOPITT data 

combined with ground-based samplings in the High Northern hemisphere (HNH, 30º N 

- 90º N)  was undertaken based on a mass-balance model [6]. This model was developed 

before that for studying 1998 boreal fires [7]. An alternative to a box model is a global 

three-dimensional transport model. Such model [ 8] has been applied to the MOPITT 

data set for 2000-2019 [9 ]. and  inferred surface total fluxes of CO  at a spatial resolution 

of 3.75° longitude × 1.9° latitude.  

In this paper we estimated the HNH fire CO emissions from 2002 to 2021 using a 

box model described in previous publications [6, 7] with the same parameters (e.g., 

photochemical removal, air exchange between tropical and extratropical Northern 

hemisphere, etc).   A comparison with independent GFED4 estimates [3] demonstrated a 

reasonable random differences between two data sets less than ± 10 Pg CO mon-1 for 

most of the data with exception of just a few points.  Both GFED4 bottom-up and AIRS 

top-down techniques  clearly reveal increasing trend in wildfire emissions over last 20 

years. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. AIRS data and validation 

AIRS is a diffraction grating spectrometer that was launched in a sun-synchronous 

polar orbit in May 2002 on board the Aqua satellite [5]. The instrument scans  ±  48.3° 

from the nadir, which provides almost full global daily coverage. Spectral resolution is 

1.79 cm-1 at the CO fundamental absorption band near 4.6 μm wavelength. Currently 

(June, 2022), the AIRS is still operational.  A new  version 7 of the data [10] is 

characterized by: improved consistency between day and night water vapor, improved 

temperature products, improved AIRS IR only retrievals, especially in the high latitude 

regions, removal of ambiguity in surface classification in the infrared-only (IR-only) 

retrieval algorithm. Monthly and daily average Level 3  between October, 2002 and 

April, 2022, both ascending and descending orbits, are available on-line on a 1°x1° 

latitude/longitude grid:  https://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/datasets/,  AIRS3STM 7.0 (monthly) 

and AIRS3STD 7.0. (daily). A reduced sensitivity of AIRS required a correction 

coefficient (see section 3.1).  

The chosen box model deals with monthly total amounts of gas in the box.  For our 

needs we average the total column CO for ascending orbits in molec cm-2 (or the 

vertically averaged volume mixing ratio Xco in ppb) and multiply that by the area of the 

box in molecules or in Tg CO.   Xco for validation are regularly  recorded  by Bruker IFS 

125HR sun-tracking Fourier Transform interferometers at the Total Carbon Column 

Observing Network (TCCON) [11].  The AIRS L3  daily means  for the grid cells 

coinciding with nine locations of validation sites (Table 1) were compared with Xco 

determined from the ground.  

2.2. Mass-balance box model 

A box model approach is an alternative to a global chemical transport model 

(CTM). It is based on a general idea of a relatively slow exchange of air between the 

HNH and the Low Northern hemisphere (LNH, between the equator and 30º N). 

Wildfires emit CO and this excess CO is quickly spread over the HNH. Leaks to the 

LNH (transport loss) were estimated from an available CTM model [7, 12]. A significant 

part of the pyrogenic CO is quickly oxidized by  tropospheric hydroxyl OH and should 

be carefully counted as well. 

 A calculation procedure was as follows:  
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1. Satellite-measured CO volume mixing ratio profiles was averaged over each box 

and converted into molec cm-2. 

2. The average seasonal cycle over 48 months after January 2004  was calculated. 

3. The CO trend  was calculated for February-March months  of all years using fifth 

order polynomial approximation and applied to all data.  

5. The HNH-averaged CO TC was subtracted by the trend and the seasonal cycle  to 

represent the anomaly. Then it was multiplied by the area of the box, and converted in 

Tg (M'HNH). 

6. The anomaly was divided by 0.7 (see validation below) to correct for a reduced 

sensitivity.  

7. Loss terms in the Eqs. 2 and 3 were calculated. 

8. The wildfire emission P' was calculated as a sum of monthly changes of M'HNH 

and two loss terms, transport into the LNH, Ltrans, and loss of  CO  due to a reaction with 

hydroxyl (OH), Lchem ;  quote marks mean  deviations from the 2004-2007 background.  

 

 

P' =M'HNH/dt + Ltrans +Lchem , (1) 

Ltrans = (MHNH -  MLNH )/τtrans , 
(2) 

Lchem = M'HNH/ τchem, (3) 

CO + OH = CO2 +H, (4) 

τchem = 1/[OH] · k, (5) 

 k =1.5*10-13 (1+0.6 · P) cm3 molec-1 s-1, (6) 

 

where τtrans was calculated using a 3-D GEOS-CHEM global CTM [12] and found as 

2.5 months on average ([7]. [OH] is the hydroxil concentration [13] averaged over HNH, 

k is the reaction (4) rate constant [14], P is air pressure in hPa. τchem varied between 1.4 

and 27 months in July and in December, respectively [7]. 

3.1. Validation results 

The ground-based TCCON CO measurements for July-August were used for 

validation.  Figure 1 summarizes comparisons between daily mean XCO measured by  

FTIRs ("ground truth") and the AIRS. Parameters of the least squares linear regression 

are listed in Table 1. All stations  are located to the north of 30° N. Averaged slope of 

regression lines is 0.70  ±  0.12 ppb/ppb. Physical meaning of  the slope is the empirical 

sensitivity: a response of AIRS-derived Xco to a unity change of the true value. Average 

slope was used for correction of AIRS-detected CO variations. Complicated relief 

patterns and/or urban influence for some sites (e.g., Caltech, Pasadena) caused a bias  

between the two data sets.  
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3. Results of CO measurements and emission estimates 

3.1. Xco measured by AIRS 

 

Figure 1. Daily mean Xco measured by AIRS and by ground-based FTIRs on the TCCON network.  

Table 1. TCCON validation sites. Locations and parameters of linear regression. 

Site Latit.; Longit. Slope Interseption R 

Caltech, CA, USA  34.136 ; -118.127  0.73 1.52 0.571 

 E. Trout Lake, Canada 54.35 ; -104.99 0.816 5.42 0.712 

Karlsruhe,  Germany 49.1;  8.438 0.670 14.21 0.788 

Lamont, OK,  USA 36.604; -97.486 0.542 26.11 0.474 

Ny-Alesund, Svalbard 78.9 ; 11.9 0.908 12.72  0.822 

Park Falls, PA, USA 45.945; -90.273 0.675 16.99 0.644 

Rikubetsu,   Japan 43.4567;  143.7661  0.593 27.67 0.677 

Sodankyla, Finland 67.3668; 26.631 0.790 9.67 0.864 

Tsukuba, Japan 36.0513 ; 140.1215 0.568 29.80 0.477 
 

Figure 2 presents  original AIRS measurements and trends. CO column amounts are 

impacted by emissions from incomplete combustion in transport and industry. 

Improvements in technology that diminishes anthropogenic emissions result in a long-

term downward  trend. Seasonal variations with a maximum in March and minimum in 

August [15] are governed mostly by changes of OH concentrations. Maximum effect of 

biomass burning  is observed in summer.  Both inter-annual changes and increasing 

trend of summer CO are obvious on the original record. A period of minimal summer 

variations (2004-2007) was taken for calculation of the unperturbed seasonal cycle. The 

original data were modified in attempt to exclude the trend and the seasonal changes. 

The trend was determined from late winter February-March data and applied to the 

whole results. Therefore, the thin black line represents a "background". In other words, 

this line represents Xco in absence of biomass burning emissions. A difference between 

red line (measured Xco) and thin black line (background) was attributed to the net effect 

of biomass burning (green dots). Most striking is a breaking-record CO spike in August 
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2021. Note a fast increase between June and August in each year caused by fires and a 

decay afterwards due to photochemical and transport removals. Validation, described 

above, revealed a ~30% underestimation for any AIRS-measured change of Xco. The 

change in Xco caused by fires was consequently corrected and after that was used as 

input for the box model.   

 

Figure 2. Original data, trend, seasonal cycle, and fire-driven anomaly of Xco.  Units are vertically 

averaged mixing ratio in ppb. 

3.2. Fire emissions 

Monthly HNH CO fire emissions  calculated using our box model are plotted in 

Figure 3 as a function of time.   As a rule, maximal emissions occurred in July, sometime 

in August. The months of maximal concentration (e.g., August in 2021) normally 

followed the months of maximum emission (July in 2021). GFED4 CO data are in 

agreement with AIRS data. A scatter plot (Figure 4) evidences a close correlation 

between monthly emissions obtained by these two independent methods (slope is 0.81 ± 

0.5, correlation coefficient R = 0.69). Absolute values of emissions differ less than 10 

Tg/month for most of data, only three encircled summer points scattered out. In all 3 

cases AIRS data were lower than emissions assessed by GFED4. These months (July and 

August) coincide with most strong fires. It is reasonable to assume that this extra CO 

locates in lowest layers of the troposphere, where the sensitivity of TIR instruments 

drops down. To validate remote sensing with more representativeness one need ground 

truth sites that are closer to the fire areas then the TCCON  sites are (see above). 
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Figure 3. Monthly CO emissions from fires estimated from AIRS data and compared with GFED4 

results [3].  

Annual emissions of CO from AIRS and GFED4 are presented in Figure 5 and Table 

2.  Corresponding CO2 emissions (for GFED4 only) are plotted in Figure 5 for 

comparison. After two years of strong fires in 2002 and 2003 [6] a relatively gradual 

increase in annual emissions was observed.  Regression lines over 2004-2020  for AIRS 

(red) and for GFED4 (blue) are parallel: slopes are  3.7 ± 2.3 and 3.5 ± 1.3 Tg CO year-2, 

respectively. 95% confidence intervals  were obtained as described by [16]. CO2 fire 

emission increases with the rate 43.6 ± 17 Tg CO2 yr-2. The fires of 2021 set a new record. 

 

 

Figure 4. Monthly  CO emitted by fires in HNH according to AIRS  in 

comparison with  GFED4 data [3]. Times for most scattered points 

are labeled. 
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Figure 5. Annual CO emitted by fires in HNH according 

to AIRS data and a bottom-up GFED4 estimates [3]. CO2 

emission (right scale) is plotted for comparison [3]. Least 

squares regression lines are shown as well.  

 

Table 2. Annual HNH CO fire emissions in Tg yr-1  for this paper and from [6] 

Year AIRS (this paper) GFED4 (this paper) FTIR [6] MOPITT [6] 

1998  114 151.4  

1999  48 32.3  

2000  50 -1.8 1.8 

2001  43 5.1 -0.9 

2002  83 120.6 73.5 

2003 154 103 160.6 118.0 

2004 55 51   

2005 63 50   

2006 72 63   

2007 83 44   

2008 68 74   

2009 57 43   

2010 110 53   

2011 72 51   

2012 144 85   

2013 77 58   

2014 96 79   

2015 99 82   

2016 68 61   

2017 75 93   

2018 80 84   

2019 109 97   

2020 88 80   

2021 149 195   
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4. Discussion 

Remote sensing satellite  measurements combined with a box model allows a fast, 

actually immediate,  monitoring of forest fires CO emission on a hemispheric or global 

scale. A  comparison with  bottom-up approaches (like GFED) raises validity of 

conclusions.   

Our satellite results (Table 2) revealed 2004-2020 mean HNH CO emission as 83 ± 

23 Tg CO yr−1 with a quasi-linearly growing trend 3.7 ± 2.3 Tg CO year-2.(4.4 ± 2.8% yr-1). 

Agreement between top-down and bottom-up GFED4 approaches on a monthly basis is 

an additional proof for this conclusion. No doubt that 2021 fires set a new record of 

emission. The inversion of AIRS data for July 2021 (Figures 3 and 4) resulted in just a 

half of GFED4 estimate. This disagreement does not look as a random fluctuation. We 

consider this underestimation as a result of unaccounted effect of reduced sensitivity of 

AIRS to lower altitudes. The validation was based for ground truth sites that were far 

away from burning areas.   So the annual emission of  195 Tg CO yr-1 should be closer to 

reality. A possibility of further acceleration  can not be excluded, though a detailed 

investigation of reasons for the fire intensification is beyond the scope of this 

publication.  

Global 2000–2019 CO fire emission   inferred from MOPITT data [17] was reported 

to have  insignificant decline of −0.7 ± 1.0% yr−1. Mean Northern hemispheric estimates 

were not presented, but Canada and Alaska were noted as the regions where both 

burned areas and emission intensities increased rapidly, driving a substantial increase in 

its fire CO2 (and probably CO) emissions from the 2000s to the 2010s. 

A good correlation between the two independent estimates of CO fire emission 

adds confidence to all GFED4 results, and in particular, CO2. Their estimates may be 

compared to the anthropogenic production. Global fossil carbon dioxide emissions [18] 

we estimated as 34.8 and 36.2  Pg CO2 yr-1,for 2020 and 2021, respectively, i.e. 1.4 Pg CO2 

annual increase. The GFED4 database estimate global and HNH CO2 biomass burning 

emission as 6.71 (1.13) and 7.70 (2.46) Pg CO2 yr−1 (HNH in brackets) in the same years, 

i.e. 0.98 and 1.33 Pg CO2 annual global and HNH increases, respectively.   Therefore, the 

2021 boreal fires emissions may compete with global fossil CO2 discharge at least for 

yearly increments.  
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